
Year 3 Suggested Timetable – School Closure pack 4 - 18.5.20– 22.5.20 
 

This is a suggested timetable only. Please find the sheets that we recommend completing for Maths, Reading Comprehension, SPaG and Writing ideas on the Year group page below. 
 

   

    

Week 7 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
1 hour Maths 

Rapid Reasoning (10 minutes) 
Maths sheets – Fraction quiz 1 and  

Fluency, reasoning and problem 
solving: unit and non-unit, making a 

whole (50 minutes) 

Maths 
Rapid Reasoning (10 minutes) 

Maths sheets –  Fraction quiz 2 and 
Fluency, reasoning and problem solving: 

Tenths, counting in tenths, tenths as 
decimals 

(50 minutes) 

Maths 
Rapid Reasoning (10 minutes) 

Maths sheets –   Fluency, reasoning and 
problem solving: fractions on a number line 

and fractions of a set of objects  
 (50 minutes) 

Maths 
Rapid Reasoning (10 minutes) 

Maths – Fractions quiz 3 
(including problem solving and 

reasoning) (50 minutes) 

Maths 
Rapid Reasoning (10 minutes) 

Mathletics/TT Rock Stars 
(50 minutes) 

1 hour English 
Writing Task – Write a letter to a friend 

and post it. Try to include your 
experiences during this time, and use 

emotive language (how you’re feeling). 
 

English 
Reading Comprehension (x2) 

Stone Age Stew 
The Cat in the Witch's Woods 

 

English 
Persuasion - What makes something 

persuasive? Look at Powerpoint for features. 
 

Create your own advertisement for something 
that you are interested in. It could be an 

invention, a mystical pet, a new type of food 
etc. 

English 
SPaG assessment 5 

English 
Persuasive Writing Task - Look at the 
Persuasive Text poster for features. 

 
Using the idea flashcards, write a 
persuasive text to persuade your 

audience to agree with your viewpoint. 
Or if you have your own idea for a 

persuasive text, use that! 

30 minutes Reading 
Reading for pleasure 

(3 reads in book) 

Reading 
Reading for pleasure 

(3 reads in book) 

Spellings 
Spellings activity mat pack 3 

Reading 
Reading for pleasure 

(3 reads in book) 

Reading 
Reading for pleasure 

(3 reads in book) 

2 hours PSHE – step into the NHS competition 
 

Take part in the learning activities 
which you can access here: 

 

https://www.stepintothenhs.nh
s.uk/primary-schools/KS2-

resources 

 
Complete Part 1 and Part 2 before 
creating a piece of art work for the 

competition. 
 

 

PSHE – step into the NHS competition 
Once you’ve completed your entry and 

entered the competition:  
 

https://www.stepintothenhs.nhs.uk/pri
mary-schools/KS2-competition 

 

Please email scan/high quality photo to 
Year3@crossways.org.uk to share your 

creative designs with us! 
 
 
 

Music 
Listen to your favourite song. 

Create a picture, write a poem, write a story 
etc. that links to the song. 

If you are unsure of what to do, you could 
write out the lyrics and decorate the page.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Art 
Create your own origami or 3D paper 

flowers.  
Can you use them to create a 3D poster 
all about plants?(linking to your Science 

learning) Be careful if using scissors! 
 

Some videos to help inspire you! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfu
Ua4Adf3A 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kqi
KSOONPZA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfR
Ut5eg27M 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRR
rZCot4D8 

Bit fiddlier 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFH

GsHdY8w4 

PE 
Gym Run challenge  

www.gymrun.co.uk/five-challenges/ 
(more information on attached sheet) 
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